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Short synopsis:
A documentary portrait of the friendship between the renowned filmmakers James Benning and Richard Linklater that combines filmed conversations and extensive archival material to explore connections and divergences in their respective approaches to life and cinema.

Long synopsis:
In 1985, former oil rig worker Richard Linklater began a film screening society in Austin, Texas, that aimed to show classic art-house and experimental films to a budding community of cinephiles. Eventually incorporating as a nonprofit, the newly branded Austin Film Society raised enough money to fly in their first out-of-town filmmaker invitee: Milwaukee native James Benning, who was then based in New York.

Accepting the invitation, Benning met Linklater and immediately the two began to develop a personal and intellectual bond, leading to future screenings and encounters. Starting in the late ’60s, Benning had been creating structural non-narrative films largely on his own, while Linklater had just begun to craft his first 8 and 16 mm shorts. The filmmakers have remained close even as their careers have wildly diverged. After the cult success of *Slacker* (1991), Linklater went on to make big budget narrative films with Hollywood support. Benning, meanwhile, has stayed close to his modest roots and is mainly an unknown figure in mainstream film culture.

Working with legendary producer André S. Labarthe — who co-created the long-running French television series «Cinéma, de notre temps» (Cinema of Our Time) — the film studies professor Gabe Klinger set out to document the unique friendship of Benning and Linklater over the course of a few days in Austin and Bastrop, Texas, while the two filmmakers presented Benning’s films at the Austin Film Society, played baseball at Linklater’s home, visited old shooting locations, and shared memories over long meals and hikes. Combining this newly filmed material with extensive archival elements, *Double Play* attempts to find Benning and Linklater’s similarities and at the same time contrast their disparities.
Director’s Statement

At a certain point in *Double Play*, Benning suggests that duration in cinema reveals meaning. This is apparent, though manifested differently, in both Benning and Linklater’s films. In Benning, there’s on-screen duration: shots that can last anywhere from seconds to hours. In Linklater, duration occurs most interestingly between films (e.g. the *Before* trilogy). The latter idea also exists in Benning’s remakes of his and others’ works. Cinema can make time explicit or invisible or ambiguous. In our lives, however, time only moves one way. *Double Play* explores the marks of time, of duration, not only in Benning and Linklater’s respective filmic bodies, but also in their friendship and lives.

Linklater’s college baseball team
My first encounter with Richard Linklater was through his *Dazed and Confused*. The film was hugely important to me and my junior high peers. The soundtrack, which revived forgotten tunes by War and Foghat, got more play on our boomboxes than the Dr Dre, Nirvana and Mariah Carey hits of the day. When a friend’s mom busted me for stealing her pack of smokes, I told her *Dazed and Confused* made me do it. We even nicknamed our pot dealer Slater after the stoner character played by Rory Cochrane and repeated his catchphrase, « Check ya later », ad nauseam. 

I suppose every American kid who grew up in the early to mid-90s has some allegiance to the film. It was sweeter and more compulsively watchable than what Tarantino and Fincher were offering, and more thoughtful and grown-up than other teen films. Sure, we watched and loved *Clueless*, but we never imagined it was our own world for a minute. I was about to go to high school and *Dazed and Confused* was the film I wanted to live. It wasn’t until much later, during senior year of high school, that I encountered *Slacker* at my suburban Blockbuster. The film was a huge revelation and over the next several years the name Richard Linklater came to mean a lot to me.

At some point — I can no longer pinpoint the precise moment — I discovered experimental cinema. Attending Warhol and Brakhage screenings in Chicago, someone told me that I should pay attention to a structural filmmaker named James Benning. I watched his 2000 film *El Valley Centro*, which bored me to tears. Back then I wasn’t ready for Benning. In 2004, as a journalist covering the Buenos Aires Festival of Independent Cinema, I was hanging out one night with Sara Driver, Clark Walker, Sam Green, Ron Mann, and a white haired guy with a weathered face who I learned was James Benning. I saw *Ten Skies* and *13 Lakes* (both 2004). I listened to him talk. One day we were walking down the street and he stole a garbage can lid, which in Buenos Aires have the curved shape of a space

helmet, and placed it on his head. I remember thinking, « I like this guy. »

Over the next decade, we’ve stayed in touch and seen each other regularly at film events. In Milwaukee, James’ old school chum Jake Fuller showed a film he had shot called Road Work, which included a scene of James playing catch with Richard Linklater. How did the two know each other, I wondered? On the surface, they seemed like complete opposites. The guy who made Ten Skies, which comprises of ten static shots of clouds as they move across the sky, and the guy who made School of Rock – who knew? It turned out that Linklater was a huge Benning fan and had showed his films many times over the years under the auspices of the Austin Film Society, which Linklater cofounded and has remained active in as Artistic Director. I also learned that both filmmakers are former baseball players. The connections didn’t end there. They had a fascinating friendship that I thought I could document in some way.

Earlier this year it occurred to me that I could try to get the two together at the Berlin Film Festival, where Linklater had Before Midnight out of competition and Benning premiered Stemple Pass in the Forum. Linklater decided he was too busy with his press junket to devote much time to our project, but suggested that the three of us meet in April in Austin to play baseball at his place and record a conversation. When I told Benning and Linklater that I thought we should make a film out of the encounter, they agreed and I took my idea to André S. Labarthe, co-founder of the storied French series «Cinema of Our Times.» André said he could get me a little bit of money from his TV contacts, so I plugged ahead and made sure to assemble a budget and find a crew. Berndt Mader, who runs the Austin-based production company the Bear Media and co-produced David Gordon Green’s Prince Avalanche, was instrumental in helping me to do all of this, especially with our accelerated timeline.

For two months immediately after Berlin, I would touch base regularly with Benning and Linklater about my ideas. Benning was traveling a

James Benning’s notebook.
lot and doesn’t have a cell phone, so most of our communication was through email. One of his missives read, simply: «You must remember that I’m a minimalist.» This was in response to me sending him a rigorous shooting plan. He suggested the film should be in two parts: the first would resemble a baseball game, the second a sitdown conversation in the style of *My Dinner with Andre*. He would say, «As you can see, I already want to be the director of this film.» I was terrified that he wouldn’t go along with any of my plans. Linklater, on the other hand, was more receptive to my suggestion that we revisit some of his old shooting locations. Benning objected. «Movie locations aren’t real life», he told me in one email.

Linklater and I had reassuring phone conversations at least once a week. His response to nearly everything was, «That’s cool, whatever you and James wanna do.» I suggested we try James’ baseball game idea. «I don’t really have a diamond,» he said, «but we could set out some bases.» I wanted to make sure everyone was on the same page. A week before shooting, Berndt and his team were phoning locations and figuring out schedules to be able to come up with a final budget. Linklater was loose without explicitly committing to any schedule and Benning was his usual taciturn self. My biggest nightmare was that the two would flake and I would be left with my crew of 12 shooting tumbleweeds (something Benning would surely appreciate). Added to all of these logistical anxieties, I couldn’t believe that I would be directing two of my filmmaking heroes. Would they think I was a good director?

The night before shooting, Benning, Linklater, Berndt, cinematographer Eduard Grau, first assistant cameraman Steve MacDougall, Austin Film Society programmer Chale Nafus, and I went out to dinner. Spirits were already high. No cameras in the room, but I wish there had been: the conversation between James and Rick was already going in all kinds of amazing directions. They were talking baseball, life, creativity, their shared moments in Austin over the years… Call the next morning was 9 a.m.
and I couldn’t wait to start rolling. Our first shooting location was the Alamo Drafthouse, where Linklater would introduce two Benning films. Our soundman Justin Hennard told me he overheard that Linklater was nervous about speaking in public. Someone had warned me that Linklater was shy. I couldn’t believe it, but here we were: Linklater with pre-shoot jitters. Fortunately, he overcame and went on stage to introduce *13 Lakes*. Benning came out after, patted Linklater on the back, and said, «He’s a good man.»

After the screenings, Linklater suggested we take a drive to Mount Bonnell, a steep hill alongside the Colorado River where the final scene in *Slacker* was filmed. Benning had never been there and was curious. We staged a tracking shot of the two as they hike to the top. The light was perfect and the conversation was lively and candid, as we had hoped. At one moment Eduard nearly tripped over a rock but caught his balance and continued shooting. I shushed a tourist group from Brazil who nearly ruined one part of the shot. An hour and a half later, I felt we had achieved our first standout scene. As we were walking back to the cars, Benning bellowed, «The talent is hungry!» The first 12 hours of shooting seemed like an indication of how the rest of our Austin adventure would go, and my nervousness began to subside. The following day the crew would wake up in Bastrop, Texas, at Linklater’s ranch outside of the city, and begin another full 12 hours of shooting.

Benning and I were up bright and early. We searched around for Linklater, who mentioned that he would be sleeping on the couch in his library. It was almost time to start rolling and I debated if we should wake him up. I walked over to the library with Benning, who slid open the glass door entrance and yelled, «Hey Rick!» That was that. Linklater said he wanted to warm up on the basketball court. The two shot hoops and backed and forthed about the connection between athletics and making movies. The conversation was casual and stayed at the surface but already touched on some important points. Next Linklater played tennis against his ball
machine, and Benning, who didn’t feel like playing, volunteered to be the ball boy. After about an hour, we graduated to the main event: baseball. The two played catch and began to reminisce affectionately about the old days. Then Linklater wanted to fire up the pitching machine and swing a bit. Benning decided to stay in the outfield where he could shag fly balls. Most of our crew brought their gloves and stayed out there too. Benning caught one ball with his bare hand. Running for another, he strained his hamstring and took a flamboyant dive into the mushy soil. We decided it was a good moment to break and begin to stage our next scene.

On the spacious deck of Linklater’s bunkhouse, we plotted how to shoot the two as they shared a long, post-baseball meal. We decided to have them facing each other so it would be more natural, but we also didn’t want to have a conventional over-the-shoulder shot setup. I told our camera operators to be inventive and move around a lot. Benning and Linklater proved to be very natural. They kept the flow going for about an hour and ten minutes. Weeks beforehand Benning had told me, « I think I would like to push Rick a bit, challenge him to let go of audiences and make the masterpiece that he’s capable of. » I only interrupted the conversation twice to try to refocus the topic. Some of our best, most profound moments emerged during the bunkhouse scene. In the end, Benning succeeded in his plan to have a My Dinner with Andre moment. At the end of the talk, we kept the cameras rolling as our entire crew sat down at the lunch table and joined in.

The third day of shooting was confined mainly to the Austin Studios lot, where Linklater’s Detour Filmproduction keeps its offices. Linklater agreed to show us scenes from his still-in-production Boyhood, a film that he’s been shooting for nearly 12 years with the same actors. Very little of the film had ever been shown to anyone. We felt lucky. Benning would sit there as interviewer and captive audience as Linklater’s longtime editor Sandra Adair sped through various important set pieces from the film. It was great to have Adair there, not only to honor her collaboration (she’s...
been working with Linklater since *Dazed and Confused*), but to break up
the dynamic of the film a little bit by having a third character. Linklater
was sensitive about unveiling the material, and having Benning around
didn’t make him any less reticent. He only showed a few seconds from
*Boyhood* at a time. A couple scenes really choked me up — I told Linklat-
er and Adair that I can’t wait to see the finished film. Benning whispered
in my ear after, «I thought it was a little cheesy.»

Wrapping up our last and possibly longest day, Linklater thought we
should celebrate. We invited the crew and various others to dinner. Most
of my local team had gone home to bed and our d.p. and 1st a.c. had tak-
en the last flight out to Los Angeles. The team had shrunk and everyone
was beat but the moment was still celebratory. «You guys really worked
us,» Linklater told me while chomping on a grilled cheese. Benning sug-
gested that everyone stay on another five days as he felt that he had only
begun to hit his stride. Linklater predicted that I’d be calling for reshoots
in a few days. On the plane home to Chicago, I began to have regrets. I
wished I had gotten a close-up of Benning’s ancient childhood baseball
glove, which he used to play catch with in the film. So far I’ve resisted any
impulse to re-stage. I’ve accepted the film as a time capsule, faults and all.
The two filmmakers met a quarter century ago, and in another 25 years,
Benning will be 95 and Linklater will be 77. If we’re all still around then,
I’ll try to get my closeup of Benning’s childhood glove.
Biographies

JAMES BENNING
Born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, during World War II, he played baseball for the first 20 years of his life receiving a degree in mathematics while playing on a baseball scholarship. He dropped out of graduate school to deny his military deferment («my friends were dying in Viet Nam») and worked with migrant workers in Colorado teaching their children how to read and write. Later he helped start a commodities food program that fed the poor in the Missouri Ozarks. At the age of 33 he received an MFA from the University of Wisconsin. For the next four years he taught filmmaking at Northwestern University, University of Wisconsin, University of Oklahoma and the University of California, San Diego. In 1980 he moved to lower Manhattan making films with the aid of grant and German Television money. After eight years in New York he moved to Val Verde, California, where he currently resides teaching film/video at California Institute of the Arts.

RICHARD LINKLATER
Born in Houston, Texas, he attended Huntsville High School and studied at Sam Houston State University, leaving midway through his stint in college to work on an off-shore oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico. While working on the rig he read many good books, but on land he developed a love of film through repeated visits to a repertory theater in Houston. Linklater, using the money he had saved from the oil rig job, bought a Super-8 camera, a projector, and some editing equipment, and moved to Austin. It was there that the aspiring cineaste founded the Austin Film Society. From his commercial debut with Slacker, his diverse filmography includes the sci-fi noir A Scanner Darkly, the socially conscious Fast Food Nation, the kid-friendly School of Rock, the teen ensemble Dazed and Confused, the dark comedy Bernie, and the romance trilogy Before Sunrise, Before Sunset, and Before Midnight, among many other films.
GABE KLINGER, director  
(b. July 26, 1982, São Paulo, Brazil) is a film studies professor, critic, archivist, curator, and filmmaker. His articles have appeared in Sight & Sound, Film Comment, Cinema Scope, and many other publications. Klinger has taught film studies at University of Illinois and Columbia College in Chicago, Illinois, and has worked in the motion picture departments at George Eastman House, MoMA in New York, and the Mary and Leigh Block Museum of Art at Northwestern University. His book on Joe Dante, co-edited by Nil Baskar, will be published by the Austrian Filmmuseum and Slovenian Cinematheque in fall 2013. Double Play: James Benning and Richard Linklater is his first feature film.

ANDRÉ S. LABARTHE, producer  
(Cinéma, de notre temps, Paris, France) is a film critic, producer, filmmaker, and writer. He began as a film critic in the 1950’s when he was recruited by André Bazin to write for Cahiers du cinéma. He became a major presence in the Nouvelle Vague, appearing in films by Godard, Rivette and others, while also directing his own films and founding, with Janine Bazin, the celebrated television series « Cinéastes, de notre temps. »

SONIA BUCHMAN, NICOLAS R. DE LA MOTHE, producers  
RODRIGO AREIAS, producer

(Bando à parte, Guimarães, Portugal) has produced over 70 short and feature films and videos, including works by Edgar Pêra, João Canijo, F.J. Ossang, and João Pedro Rodrigues. He was in charge of the European Culture Capital film production program for the city of Guimarães in 2012, a project through which he commissioned and produced films by Jean-Luc Godard, Aki Kaurismäki, Manoel de Oliveira, and several others. His own films as a director, including Thebes (2007) and Hay Road (2012), have been selected for over fifty festivals and have garnered many awards.

EUGENIO RENZI, assistant, producer, co-writer

(Paris, France) is a published author, film critic, and producer. He is a former contributing writer for Cahiers du cinéma and the founder of the online journal Independencia (independencia.fr). His articles have appeared in Vertigo, Le Monde Diplomatique and many other publications.

BERNDT MADER, producer

(the Bear Media [thebearmedia.com], Austin, Texas, USA) is an Emmy Award winning writer/director whose debut feature, 5 Time Champion, premiered at the 2011 SXSW Film Festival. The film was given the Panavision New Filmmaker Award and was released by Warner Brothers in 2012. Also in 2012, Berndt co-produced David Gordon Green’s feature Prince Avalanche starring Paul Rudd and Emile Hirsch. The film had its world premiere at the 2013 Sundance Film Festival.

EDUARD GRAU, director of Photography

(edugrau.com) studied filmmaking at ESCAC in Spain and the National Film School in London. His credits include shooting Albert Serra’s Honor de Cavalleria, Tom Ford’s A Single Man, Rodrigo Cortés’ Buried, Sergio Caballero’s Finisterrae, among many others.
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